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Recently, I have had many goodbyes. Moving to college meant
saying goodbye to my high school. It meant never having the
teachers that gave.
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Starts with goodbye. I know there's a blue horizon, Somewhere
up ahead, just waiting for me, Getting there means leaving
things behind, Sometimes life's so.
It Starts With Goodbye
Carrie Underwood - Starts With Goodbye. I was sitting on my
doorstep, I hung up the phone and it fell out of my hand, But
I knew I had to do it, And he wouldn't.
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was sitting on my doorstep, / I hung up the phone and it fell
out of my.
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on my doorstep, I hung up the phone and it fell out of my
hand, But I knew I had to do it, And he Starts with Goodbye
understand, So hard to see myself without him, I felt a piece
of my heart break, But when you're standing at a crossroad,
There's a choice you gotta make. I guess it's gonna break me
down Like fallin' when you try to fly Sad but sometimes Starts
with Goodbye on with the rest of your life Starts with
goodbye. That'sallIhavetocommenton. We based it off Starts
with Goodbye Twitter details. I was sitting on my doorstep, I
hung up the phone and it fell out of my hand, But I knew I had
to do it, And he wouldn't understand, So hard to see myself
without him, I felt a piece of my heart break, But when you're
standing at a crossroad, There's a choice you gotta make.
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